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WHAT ARE THESE GRACEFUL VISITORS TO OUR SKIES? WE NOW KNOW THAT THEY

BRING BOTH LIFE AND DEATH AND TEACH US ABOUT OUR ORIGINS.Comet begins with a

breathtaking journey through space astride a comet. Pulitzer Prize-winning astronomer Carl Sagan,

author of Cosmos and Contact, and writer Ann Druyan explore the origin, nature, and future of

comets, and the exotic myths and portents attached to them. The authors show how comets have

spurred some of the great discoveries in the history of science and raise intriguing questions about

these brilliant visitors from the interstellar dark.Were the fates of the dinosaurs and the origins of

humans tied to the wanderings of a comet? Are comets the building blocks from which worlds are

formed?Lavishly illustrated with photographs and specially commissioned full-color paintings, Comet

is an enthralling adventure, indispensable for anyone who has ever gazed up at the heavens and

wondered why."SIMPLY THE BEST." *The Times of London"FASCINATING, EVOCATIVE,

INSPIRING." *The Washington Post"COMET HUMANIZES SCIENCE. A BEAUTIFUL,

INTERESTING BOOK." *United Press International"MASTERFUL . . . SCIENCE, POETRY, AND

IMAGINATION." *The Atlanta Journal & Constitution
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I'm a big fan of the late great scientist/astronomer Carl Sagan. I've read most of his books and most

are 5 stars...see my reviews.As a 40 year amateur astronomer I found Comet by Carl Sagan and

Ann Druyan done fantastically well. Carl was always great at explaining a complex subject for the

non scientist and keeping a complex subject interesting and allowing the reader to want to continue

reading.Comet has loads of beautiful pictures, drawings, and diagrams by very good artists

especially my favorite Jon Lomberg (I bought a lithograph from him "First Baby on Mars"...absolutely

wonderful). Back to Comet!Carl Sagan and Ann Druyan give a great 1/3 of the book to the history of

what mankind thought comets were, from evil things that foretold famine, death for armies,

earthquakes and any number of disasters, to gradually a more modern "dirty ice ball"

approach.Then we learn the composition of comets. Some rich in organic matter with ices of

methane, ammonia, carbon dioxide and mostly regular water ice plus some heavy water isotopes

and a little silicates and metals. A huge "dirty iceball".We see the near comets with orbits starting

beyond Jupiter to comets way way out in the far reaches of the Oort cloud where orbits around the

sun may take 10 million years. We see the different "ices" that boil off at different spacings from the

sun, with regular water ice being the last to go as comets get closer to the sun. We learn about

comet comas, their tails and their nucleus heads.We learn some asteroids may be worn out comets

as each time comets get close enough to the sun they slowly "die" as a meter or so of ice is boiled

off until rocky silicates, and heavy metals like iron are left.
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